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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I) A large body of behavioral data conceming animal and human p;aits and gait transi-
tions is simulated as eruergcnt properties of a central paHem p;enera\Or (CPG) model. The 
CPG model incorporates neurons obeying Hodgkin-Huxley type dynamics that interact via 
an on-center oif-wrround anatomy whose excitatory signals operate on a faster time scale 
than their inhibitory signals. A descending cornmand or arousal signal called a GO sig-
nal. activates the gaits and controL their transitions. The GO signal and the CPG model 
are compMed with neural data from globus pallidus ilncl spinal cord, among other brain 
structures. 
2) Data from human bimanual finger coordination tasks arc simulated in which anti-
phase oscillations at low frequencies spontaneously switch to in-phase oscillations at high 
frequencies, in-phase oscillations can be performed both at low and high frequencies, phase 
fluctuations oc:c:ur at. the anti-phase in-phase transition, and a "seagull effect" of larger errors 
occurs at intermediate phases. When driven by environmental patterns with intermediate 
phase relationships. the rnodel's output exhibits a. tendency to slip toward purely in-phase 
and anti-phase relationships as observed in humans subjects. 
:3) Quadruped vertebrate gaits. including the amble. the walk, all three pairwise gaits 
(trot, pace .. and gallop). and the pronk arc sirnulated. Hapid gait transitions arc simulated 
in t.bc order----walk, lrot. paC'(_,, and gallop -that occurs in the caL a.long with the observed 
increase in oscillation frequency. · 
4) Precise control of qua.c\rupecl gail switching is achieved in the rnodel by using GO-
dependent modulation of the model's inhibitory interactions. This generates a different func-
tional connectivity in a single C'PG at clilfcrcnt arousal lewds. Suc:h task-specific modulation 
of functional coniwctiYity in neural p;rttem generators has been experimentally reported in 
in,·c·rtehrates. Pbase-dependent uiOdulation of reflex gain has betm observed in cats. A role 
for state-dependent modulation is herein predicted to occur in verv·bra.tes for precise control 
of phase transitions fron1 one gait to anotlwr. 
~)The primary lnitnan .~aits (the· walk 1md the· run) and ekplmnt gaits (the arnble and 
the walk) are sirnulated. Although tltesc· two gaits arc qualitatively different, they both have 
the same limb order and may exhibit oscillation frequencies t.hat overlap. The C:PG model 
sirnulates the walk and t.he run hy ,generatinp; oscillations which exhibit. the sa.me phase 
relationships. but qualitillively different wavefonn shapes, at different GO signa.] levels. The 
fraction of each C)'Cle that activity is above t.hreslwld quantitatively distinguishes the two 
gaits, much as the duty cycles of the feet are longer in the walk than in the run. 
6) A key model properly concerns the ability of a single model CPG, tha.t obeys a fixed 
st>t of opponent J.mlcessing equations. to p;enerate both iii-phase and anti-phase oscillations 
at different arousal lc"·eb. Phase transitions froru either in-pha.se to anti--phase oscilla.tions, 
or from anti-phase. to in-phase oscillations, can occur in cli!Terc>nt parameter ranges, as the 
GO signal increases. 
Key words: centra.l pattem generator. oscillations, neural network, gait, spinal cord, globus 
palliclns, GO signa.!, lateral inhibition, st.atc-ckpcndcnt modulation. 
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During exploration of their en\'ironrnents, terrestrial anirnals effortlessly generate a va-
riety of coordinated movernents which vary in their freqnrncy and patterning to meet mo-
mentary task demands. In this article, we describe a central pattern generator (CPG) whose 
oscillations exhibit the types of frequency and gait changes that rnany lnnna.ns and a.nima.ls 
exhibit as they move at a sl01ver or faster pace. This model extends earlier modeling of these 
generators that was hridly summarized in Cohen, Grossberg and Prihe (1992). The model 
is capable of generating parametric behaviora.l properties of oscillatory movements that have 
been reported in a nunii.wr of experimenta.l situationo. It elabomtes a type of reciprocally 
inhibitory or opponent processing anatomy that is classical in the motor neurobiology lit-
erature (Grillner cl al., 1991: Pearson, 199:J), and nse.s neurophysiological voltage-current 
interactions tha.t have formed a foundation for neurophysiological research since the seminal 
work of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952). On the other hand, oscillatory behaviors place un-
usual demands on experirnenta.l neuroscience because they are typiutlly emergent properties 
clue to interactions arnong multiple neurons, each experiencing multiple dynamical factors. 
Correspondingly. the Cl'Cs suhserving the oscillatory behaviors simulated here have not 
been completely "solved" by neurobiological experiments. The present rnociel was derived 
by using the collective pressure of a large pa.rametric behavioral data base, known neuro-
physiological and anatomical mecbanisrns, and corr1putationa.l a.na.lyses of their emergent 
network properties, to discover perhaps the simplest CPC model that is consistent with all 
these constraints. This model makes a series of neurobiological predictions to guide fmther 
experiments concerning the organization of such a CPC and how it can give rise to observed 
oscillatory behaviors. Along the way, the model sheds light. on how simple neural commands 
generate complex behavioral pa.tv•.rns that are behaviorally dTecLive even though they a.re 
not completely under conscions control. Before introducing the modd, the experirnental 
background will be reviewed. 
lt. has been known since thco beginning of this century that the deafferented low-spinal 
cat can exhibit n1usc:le rhythrns that are characteristic of walking (Brown, I'll!). Sher-
rington ( 1906) clainwd that the gaits were generated by a reflex chain. This became an 
historic: debate as to whether aiferent sensory signals were a 11ecessary cornponr.nt of pattern 
generation. e.g. Gray ( JCI~U), or noL e.g. von Holst (1954). 
Crillner and Zangger (HJ79) reported that dea.fferented spinal cats exhibit gaits with 
differc:mt hind-limb phase relationships depending upon the level of electrical stimulation to 
the spinal cord. It is currently widely beJel. e.g Grillner cl al. (1980); Lundberg (1980); 
and Shik ami Orlovsky (I CJ76). that such oscillations are spinally generated. Although the 
existence of intraspinal 1nechanoreceptors in the lamprey (Grillner and Wallen, 1984) casts 
doubt on some deafferentation experiments, CPCs have bern conclusively demonstrated in 
paralysed spinal cats. Grillner and Zangger (1979) reported that fictive locomotion in acute 
spinal curarized cats can be initiated by injection of DOPA. Pearson a.ncl !{ossignol (1991) 
found that three rhythmic behaviors ······· stepping, paw shaking, and paw-squeeze response 
······· could be generated by cnntral neural networks deprived of phasic sensory input. 
Nonetheless, afferent signals have been established to be important in calibrating the 
CPG to the animal's environrnent and to its biomechanicaJ state. Grillner and Rossignol 
( 1978) showed that a bipedally walking decerebrate spinal ca.\. can calibrate its rate of walking 
to that of a treadmill. These authors showed that sensory input. can sigmtl a transition frorn 
stance to swing. Afferent signals may also be capable of stimulating activity in a CPC. 
Phasic input from p;roup Ia. afferents can reflexively induce extensor related activity in the 
cat (Lundberg, 1980). Thus while the existence of CPCs has been established, afferent 
input. phtys an important role in generating the final motor output observed in the behaving 
<tni nml; for review0. sec Delcomyn ( 1980) ancl Pearson ( 199:3). 
Rhythmical rnoclulation of CPC signa.ls is also provided by supraspin<tl systerns, e.g. the 
cerebellum ( Arshavsky. CdfancL and Orlovsky, 1985 ). The situation in the in sec:\. is less 
clear:. sec Pearson (llJ/(iiJ. llJSI) and Pearson, Heye., and Rol.wrtson (HJ9:l). 
The present a.rticle develops a mininml ('PC network, without afferent feedback. that 
simulates the fundarnental behavior observed in spinal CPGs, such as the anti-pha:;e to 
in-phase tra.nsition observed by Grillner and Zangger (1979). The CPG modd i:; tec;ted 
by compa.rison aga,in:;t behavioral data aboul human birnanual coordination and about the 
major quadruped gaits and their transitions. Model propertie:; may help to distinguish the 
intrinsic behavioral cornpetancies of a CPG from the modulatory iniluences introduced by 
afferent signals. Such an analysis should be useful in designing new experiments, especially 
in light of Pearson's (19~J:l) recent conclusion tha,t. "in most motor systems, it is diilicult to 
specify exactly which fea.turcs of tlw motor pattern depend upon afferent input." 
l\1uch evidence (for reviews, see Edgerton et al. (1976) and Shik and Orlovsky (1976)) 
suggests that quadrupedal and bipedal gaits and gait changes arc generated by a, spinal CPG 
in response to to a supraspinal control signal This key control signal is modeled here, and 
is called an a.ro1tsal or (iO signal Such a GO signal also plays a key role in neural models 
of reaching behaviors (Bullock and Grossberg. 1988a, 1991 ), where they are interpreted to 
arise: within the globus pallidu0 (Horak and Anderson, 1984a. 1984b). In this context, the 
GO signal controls the speed of a reaching movenwnt through time. In the present analysis 
of oscillatory rnovernents .. it is shown how a GO signal can control both the frequency and 
the' phase relationship:; of human and quadrupe:d gaits. 
Om model focuses upon interlirnb tirning; intralimb coordination of Hexor-cxU,nsor os-
cillations is not addressed. T'his sqmration is supported by data of Pratt and .Jordan ( 1987) 
which show that the Hensha.,,. cells and Ia inhibitory intcrneurons arc not part of the C:PG 
for locornotion. These authors clenwnstrated that when strychnine is used to block the in-
hibitory output of these cell type:;, there was no interrupt ion in the generation of fictive 
loconJOtion. These data do not support models, such as the l'vliller ancl Scott (HI77) rnoclel, 
which require these cell types. 
A key issue concerns the rnanner in which arousal·dependent phase transitiotts rnay 
switch from in--phas0 to anti--phase oscillations, or vice versa. For example:, Yamanishi, ct 
a/. (I ()NO) :;bowed that human subjects tend. in a birnanual fingc·r tappinp; task, to "slip" 
toward purely in-phase or purely anti-phase from interrnccliale phase relationships and to 
exhibit less varia.bility in in-phase a.]](l anti-·phase than in interrne.diate phase rela.tionships. 
Kelso (I 981. 19x1) showed that coorclinatecl finger movements cannot maintain anti-phase 
oscillations in a bilateral finger rnoventcnt task as the required oscillation frequency is in-
creased, but switch to in-phase> oscillations a.l high frequencies. Muybridge (1957) showed 
tha.L transverse limbs exhibit a pairwise switch front in-phase to anti-phase-: oscillations when 
an animal rnovecl from the slower movement of a trot to the faster movement of a pac:c. 
Furtherrnore, Pea.rson (I '17Ga) observed that there is a c;tcreotypical pattern of gaits which 
reliably occurs when a. cat increase:; its speed of locomotion. Figure 1 plots the phase chan1c:· 
teristics of cat ga,its as the a.nirnal increases it:; speed of motion. There a.re four stereotypical 
gaits-~~walk, trot, pace, and gallop ··each characterized by diilerent phase relations between 
the limbs. While the anirnal rnight skip front walk to gallop, it never transfers front gallop 
to walk as its speed of motion inc:reasr>s. 
Figure I 
Tbe CPG model is capable of exhibiting all the frequency-dependent phase transitions 
that were mentioned above as the GO signa.! is para.rnctrically increased. The model is defined 
in terms of a neural circuit from which oscillations are an emergent property, rather than 
from operating characteristics of the data, such as the phase angle of the limbs (Schoner 
et. ill., 1990). The CPG oscillators are built out of a minima.! nurnber of excitatory and 
inhibitory model neurons, each of which obeys a membrane equation (Hodgkin, 19G4). The 
connectivity of the models is fixed once <Wei for all. The inhibitory interneurons respond 
at a slower ra.te than the excitatory cells. Such slow inhibition is well-known to occur in 
sensory-motor systems: see for example Dudcl and Kufller ( 1961) and I\aczmarek and Levitan 
( 1987). 'I'lw exc:ita lorv and i nhi hi tory nenrons interact with each other via nonlinear sigrnoi d 
signals. a.not.her farniliar neural constraint: see for example Freeman (l97.S) and Grossberg 
(197:3, HJ82). 'vVith proper exc:it.atory and inhibitory connections, signals, and relative rates, 
such a model exhibits all the biologically observed gaits as emergent properties when its GO 
signal is parametrically increased. · 
Stafford and Barnwell ( 1985) have rnade a related proposal in which the interlimb in-
hibitory connectivity matrix is changed as a function of a descending tonic signal. In princi-
ple, the inhibitory rnodulation introduced in our model could also be a function. not of the 
GO signal, but of some other signal. However, any model which relies on a descending signal 
to control gait transitions must be able, in the absence of any modulation of inhibitory synap-
tic strength, to exhibit the phase transitions observed in the spinal preparation (Grillncr and 
Zangger, 1979). Our model has this capability; see Section :3 below. 
In general, there are also sornP tnwsitions that do not m1turally occur but can be pro-
duced by varying a scalar GO signal in certain phases of such a CPG's action. Since robust. 
control of interlimb timing is necessary for mr animal to appropriately coordinate its move-
ments, it is eitlwr necessary to postulate rnore cornplcx neural circuitry or to let the GO 
signal parametrically control more subtle features of the oscillator. An analysis of quadruped 
p;ait transitions has led us to propose that the GO signal rnodulates the functional connec-
tivity of the network in an arousal--dependent way. Tonic modulation of motor behavior 
has been observed in both vertebrates and invertebrates. For a review see 1-Iarris-Warrick 
(1988). crask-specific modulation of the functional connectivity of neural pattern genera-
tors has been experimentally observed: for exa.rnplc. in the storna.togastric ganglion of the 
crab (Barris-Warrick and lV!arder. HJCJ1: (;o]owasch a.nd M<Hder, 1992). The present. model 
predicts a pattern of arousal-dependent inhibitory modulation that permits the naturally 
occurring qu<tclruped gait transitions to be generated by a single rnoclel circuit as its GO 
signal is parametric:a.lly increased within a specified range, while 1Jreventing inappropriate 
gaits or transitions frorn occurring. We t.lrcrefore call such a rnodel a GO Gait Generator, 
or ca model. 
2. The Ellias-Grossberg Oscillator 
'fhe C:3 mode>! elaiJorates a fan1ily of C:PG rnoclels that was introduced by Ellias and 
Grossberg (197:)). In the E-C rnodels, the excitatory sip;nals but not the inhibitory signals 
arc c:oupfcd to a rncrnbranc equation, or ;;hunting. interaction. We: found it. necessary for 
both the excitatory a.ncl the: inhibitory signals to be coupled to shunting rnernbpurc processes 
in the current C:PG nJoclc:l. 'J'hc· C:'3 rnodel thus obeys the equations 
and 
r~~ Y, = --A.r; + ( L! - .r, )[/(:t;) + !,]- ( (; + :r;) I: D,1g(y1 ) 
J 
~~1/i = .E[( I - y;)[:r:J+ -y;], 
where 
and 
[w]+ •= rna:r(w, 0) 
In Hodgkin Huxley notation, equation (1) is of the form 
i)\i (.' 1rr = W"- v)(l + w+- v)g+ ·+ w-- V)g-, 
:) 




where the voltage 1· = .r;, the satmalion voltages \il' = 0.11+ = B, and 1/- o~ -C; and 
the c:<nHiuctances equal .!J'' =A .. g+ = f(:r,) + 1,. and .!J- = 2:,1 D,;r;Ur,). In (:J). f(:r;) plays 
t.be role of a fast exc:it<rtorv c:ondunance ami g(yj) of a slow inhibitory c:onducta.nce. The 
equation for the slow term y1 in (2) can be rewritten in lloclgkin-Huxley forrn as 
d d!y, = et(:r:;)[/1(:r,)- y;], (6) 
where n(:r;) = 1 +[:r:;]+ and fl(:r;) = [:r,]+(J +[:r;]+). Thus the slow conductance y; is gated by 
a voltage-dependent rate term et(:r;) and approaches a voltage-dependent asymptote fl(:r:,), 
both of which increase with voltage :r;. 
The notation in (3) and (G) is consistent with the following biophysical interpretations 
of equations (I) and (2). Variable :r:; computes the activity, or potential, of an excitatory 
rlf>uron, or neuron population .. and 1/i is the activity, or potential, or an inhibitory inV>meu· 
ron, or interneuron population. Equations (!) and (2) rnay also be given an intracellul<n 
intcrprdation wherein y, controls a slow inhibitory intracellular conductance, rather than 
a sepa.rate inhibitory interneuron. As noted above, the excitatory and inhibitory activities 
obey a mernbrane or. shunting, equation (Grossberg, 1982; Hodgkin, 1964). The excitacory 
<Uld inhibitory feedback signals f(:r;) and g(:rj), respectively, are rectified sigmoic!s as in (4). 
Each :r, excites only itself. whereas inhibition may occur via the la.teral inhibitory coupling 
terms D;.i.!J(Yj) in (I). 'I' he input terms I; carry the CO signal. When only a scalar c;o 
signal perturbs the network, all I;= I. 
Oscillations in snc:h a network occur only when the inhibitory intemeuronal rate E in 
(2) is sufficiently sma.ll. Indeed. when E is sufficiently large, Vi tracks :r:; in (:!). Then Y; 
rnay be:· replaced by [:r:,]+(J + [:r;]+) in (1). and the network (1) approaches an equilibrium 
point under very general conditions on f and .r; if the coefficients D;j are symmetric: (Cohen 
and Grossberg. !98:l: Hirsch. 19S'l). Addition of the shunting tenn -y;[:r;]'+ in (2), tha.t 
makes C\(:r:;) voltage-clependc>nt in (G). is needed to generate some gait transitions. snch as 
the transition fronr the wa.lk to the run in bipeds that is simula.V>d in Section 9. 
3. Simulations of Bidirectional Phase Reversals as the GO signal increases 
As discussed in Sec·tion I, Cirillner and Zangger ( 1979) showed that. in the deafkrentc•d 
spinal cat, hind lirnbs transfer fro1u anti-phase to in-phase nwvenwnt as a function of in· 
creasing level of stimulation. llowcver. the phase relationship or the~ transverse limbs of a 
free roving quadruped can switch fron1 in-phasl> rnovement to >Ulti·phase rnovement. with 
inc.reasing speed, as when a switch from a trot to a pace occurs. How can a sing!t CP(; 
generate transitions both frorn in-plHtse to <mti-phase movements and from anti-phase to 
in-phase movements as the oscillation frequency increases with increases in the GO signa]? 
Figure 2 
To illustrate bow this c:an occm in a qua.clruped, which requires control of fom limbs 
or rnovenwnt channels, we first show how it can happen in a simpler two-channel CPG, as 
in Figure 2. Such a two-channel CPG network can exhibit both in-phase and anti-phase 
oscill,).tions such tha.t anti-phase oscillations precede in-phase, or vice versa, in different 
parameter ranges (Figme :l) as the oscillation frequency increases (Figure 4). As illustrated 
in the computer simulation of Figure 4, for fixed inhibitory cross-coupling strengths 1\;, 
i 'f .i, a.n increase in the oc:lf-inhibitory coupling strength D;, tends to move the system 
frorn in .. phase--anti·phase transitions to anti-phase~in-pbase tnmsitions as the GO signal 
I is parametrica.lly increased. In addition, there is a (,enclency in some parameter ranges 
for a.nt.i-pbase oscillations to occur at extrerne values of I which bracket tbc intermedia.te I 
values at which in-phase oscillations occur. 
Figure :l 
4 
Fi~ures fi and (i each show bow the oscillator responds to different levels of arousal I. 
Each figure illustr<lles t be use of clill'erent inhibicory coefficients, but the same values of/. 
In Figure 5, in-phase oscillations precede anti-phase oscilla.tions as oscillation frequency in-
creases. In Figure b. anti-phase oscilhttions precede in-ph<lfW oscillations. Note the sharp 
peaks in the anti-phase waveform in Figure 6A and 6B and compare these with the broad 
plateau wavefonns of the anti-phase waveform of Figure 50 ancl 5E. In our simulations, 
anti-phase oscilla.tions which precede in-phase oscillations consistently tend to have sba.rp 
peaks ancl those which occur after in-phase osc:illa.tions tend to be pla.tea.u-Iike. This prop-
erty illustrates that. in <tddition to phase and frequency, wavefonn shape could be used to 
differentiate and control transitions between different gaits, which have the same relative 
phase, but different qualitative behavior. This property is used in Section 9 to simulate 
differences between a human walk and run, <Uld an elephant amble and wa.lk. 
Figme 1 
4. Oscillations of a Two-Channel CPG with Asymmetric Parameters 
The two-channel (,"1 moclr:l in Figme 2 is defined by the equations: 
d dl :r I = -. 1:r I + ( n- :iJ)[/1 :rJl + lr] - ( c + :rJ) I J)ll.IJIYI) + DJZ.1Ji112)], ( 7) 
r~/1 Yr = E[( I - yJ)[:rJ]+ - Yr]. (8) 
and 
:!_,,, = E[(l -</·,)[:~·.,]+ ... _-,,.,]. dl - . .. ... . .. ( 1 0) 
In such a network. each channel r·xcites itself and inhibits the other cbannPI, as well as itself. 
A casual inspection oJ' Sttch an opponent organization between channels rnight have lead to 
the CTrOJJeouo c:onc.lusion that it can. at best. generate <tnti .. phase oscillations. As noted in 
Figures 5 and G. CPG caD produce both in-phase and anti-phase oscillations as the GO signal 
is incre<rsed, and can do so in either orde1. 
Figure 5 
Our analysis of how this can happen was based on the results of Ellia.s and Grossberg 
( 1975 )'.who studied with syrnmctric inhibitory coupling (Lh 1 = D22 a.Jl(l D12 = D2 1 ), uniform 
initial dat<l (:r;(O) = .r >(I and y;(IJ) =' y > 0), a.nd unifonn inputs (I;= 1). By symmetry, 
:r 1 = :r: 2 = :r and y1 = y2 = y for all time, so the system behaves like the one-channel network 
shown in Figure 7. Their results proved the existence of a.n oscillatory regime at intermediate 
values of I and thus the existence of in-phase oscillations in the two-channel network. The 
network approached equilibrium at smaller and larger I values. 
Figure 6 
To design a CPG with both in-phase and a.nti-phaoe oscillations, 01w uses a one-channel 
oscillator as a building block for constructing a two-channel network that reduces to the 
one-channel oscillator when all initial data. and parameters are symmetric. To accomplish 
this, choose the inhibitory weights /)ii in (7) and (9) so that LJ D;j = D, where D equals 
the inhibitory coefficient of the one-channel network. Let I be increased from the values 
<It which there a.re one-channel in-phase oscillations to values at which equilibrium is re-
established. In the symmetric two-channel version of this network, the variables oscillate 
in-phase (viz,:~:= :~:1 = :r2 and y = y1 = y2) until an I is reached where they converge to a 
stable equilibrium point. One way to generate a system with both in-pba.sc and anti-phase 
oscillations is w break tile syste1n 's synmwtry so that it can generate anti-phase oscillations 
"off the diagonar' at I values that are either too small or too large to I(CCnerate symmetric: 
in-phase oscillations. 
Fil(ure 7 
Several neurophysiological plausible operations can be used to break symmetry. The 
first. operation makes a slightly asymmetric choice of inhibitory coeificients, as occurs in 
the bila.terally asyrnnwtric organization of many neural systems (Bradshaw, 1989). Such 
asymmetric coefficients can bias the system towards generating specific asymmetric gaits. 
The second operation uses tile CiO signal, I, to break symmetry. This can be clone in two 
ways: (1) Choose: one GO input stronger than the other; that is, let I, = I in (5) and 
I2 = I+ Sin (7). (2) Choose inputs with equal amplitudes but slighUy asynchronous onset 
times; that is, let 11(/) =I and I 2(i) = 1(1-6). Mechanism (1) produces a spatial asymmetry 
in the oscillator, mechanism(£) a temporal asymmetry. Both asymrnetrics are small enough 
to be caused by random variations in network parameters during morphogenesis, if not 
more pervasive asymmetries in neural organization. The temporal asymmetry automatically 
scales with the GO amplitude I. Such a temporal asymmetry could also be designed into 
the network using an extra intrrrlC>uron to the; cdls with delayed signals. We used a ternporal 
asymmetry in the simulations of the two-channel oscillator shown in Figures :3, 4, 5, and {i 
where the lag(,= 0.001. As shown in Figure :3. this srnall asynchrony in the GO arrival time 
prodnces anti-phase osc:illa.tiom for many values of the parameters. The only parameters 
that were varied in these sirnnlations were the inhibitory coefficients ( JJ,, and J)ij) and 
the arousal level I. It is shown in :Oeclion 7 tha.t temporal, but not spatial, a.syrnmetry is 
capable of controlling rapid gait transitions in some regimes. Our results thus suggest that 
rneasurements which test. for the bilateral asymrnetry of connection c:<wffic:ients be undertaken 
in t.hc CPGs that control oscillatory lllO\'Cmcnts. 
5, Bimanual Coordination at Variable Frequencies 
\Jsinp; these result.;; as a foundation, we simulated a larf,e body of behavior a.!. data a.;; 
emergent. properties of the(']'(;. In the Yamani;;hi cl al. (19~0) finger tapping task, for 
exarnple, subjects were required to bimanually tap keys in time t.o visual cues. The> tirninp; 
of thee cue;; was varied across t.~>11 relative pbasccs: (0.0,0.1,0.2, ... 1.0), wlwrc 0.0 = 0° and 
1.0 = :360°. The authors observed two properties in t.he responses of their subjects. First, t.bc 
snhjects· fingers tended t.o slip from internwdiat.c relative phase relationships toward purely 
in-phase• (0.0 and 1.0) or anti-phase (0.5) relationships. Second, the observed in-phase and 
a.nti-phase oscillations exhibited less variability than intennediate phase relationships. That 
is, when the subjects were asked to synchronize to signals whose phase relationships varied 
from 0.0 to 1.0 the standard dc'viation of the errors was lowest when the phase relationship 
wa.s near in-phase (0.0 ami 1.0) or pure anti-phase (0.5). 'l'he standard deviation of the errors 
increased as the subjects wc,re required to move away from the in-ph<1SC or pure anti-phase 
oscillations. These two properties were also observed by Schemer and Kelso (1988) and by 
Tuller and Kelso (I 989). The appearance of the plot of the standard deviation of the errors 
been called the "seagull effect" (Tuller and l\elso, 1989); see Figure 8. The G3 oscillator 
exhibits the seagull effect (Figure 9A) as well as the slip toward pure in-phase and pure 
anti-phase oscill<1tions (Figure CJH). 
Figure k 
Kelso (HJ81) described a rcla.tcd experirnental task in bimamml c:oordim1tion which in-
volved rnoving fingers or limbs in in-phase or anti-phase oscillations. For ex<1mple, adduction 
of the right index finger simultaneously with <1bduction of the left index finger is an anti-phase 
movement. Concurrent abduction (or adduction) of both fingers is an in-phase movement. 
The rate of movernent of the fingers wa.s signaled by a metrononw. Tuller a.nd Kelso (I 989) 
surnrnarizecl the following four qualitative behaviors found in the bimanual tasks: 
(I) If a subject was asked to produce a 180° anti-phase oscillation, the subject 
(j 
could do so at lu11· frequeiicies. but '" frequency inneased, tbe subject 
cv·eutuall.v s\\'itched loan in-pbase oscillation. 
(~) When instructed to perform an in-pbasr oscillation. the subject could do 
so at both loll' and bi);h frequencies. 
(:l) Fluctuations in which no clear phase relationship dominates occur before 
the transition frorn anti-phase to in-phase oscillations. Tbere does not 
appear to be a clear transition point. between ranges of frequencies where 
only in-phase output occurs and tbe lower frequencies wbere botb anti-
phase and in-phase frequencies occm. 
(4) Subjects phase errors were minimal at required phases of 0°, 180°, as in 
the "seagull effect" desnibed above. 
Figure 9 
Tbe Ol oscillator reliably reproduces all four effects in our simulations; see Figures 9-J I. 
In order to sirnulatc these four properties, the model was presented with a pulsed wave anti-
phase oscillatory input to each channel in place of arousal, as sbown in Figure lOA. These 
pulsed inputs represent the descending volitional commands to move the fingers as required. 
The square waves were either equal to a constant input level when on, or set to zero when 
ofT. The input level and the duration of \he "on" portion of tbe signal were held constant for 
each of the simulations. For each simulation, only the frequency of these pulses was varied. 
'I'he duration of the "on" portion of the signals was 2.0 in all simulations. Shorter duration 
signals did not reliably produce oscillations in botb channels. In order to generate Figure 
9, we computed. for 145 points, tbe relative phases of the output signals using the times a.\. 
which tlwy exceeded a \.hreshold. As the frequency was varied, the model showed a switch 
frorn anti-phase (Figure 1013) to in-phase (Figure: lOD) oscillations. It did not show the 
reverse transition in response \.o in-phase inputs, as in the data. The system also exhibited 
Huctuations in between the anti-pbase and in .. phase regimes (Figurre lOC:). It should also lw 
noted that paran1eters can lw r:bosen so tha.\ the system locks into tbe anti-phase pa.ttern 
independent of the phase of the pulsed input pattern. 
Figme 1 0 
The Kelso datil and our sin111lations suggest the prediction that this CPG acts as a kind of 
nonlinca.r loll' pass filter; that is. at higb frequencies of stirnulation, the output of the system 
converges to the response obtained fron1 a network with a tonically active arousal lc-:vel of the 
same amplitude. 'I'he model's ability to resolve the input. arousal sii\na.l is inversely related 
to its frequc:ncy. If the model exhibits a prescribed phase response to a sustained arou:;al 
leveL tben the output or the :;ystern converges to this response irrespective of the pha.se 
rc:lationships which oc:r:ur in high l'requency inputs of the same amplitude. 
Figme 11 
Including an afrercnl feedback signal fron1 the lirnbs, say frorn tactile sensations, propri .. 
oception, or joint rec:epcors, would not necessarily improve the ability of such a. CPG to stay 
phase-locked to \.be input signal The afferent. signal will either overlap in time with the input 
signal or it will not. If it does overlap, then it will have the effect of increasing the amplitude 
of the input. Incre<lsed arnplitucle has not, in our sirnulations, improved the ability of the 
model to accurately follow the phase of the input. On the other hand, if the efferent signal 
lags the input, then ibis signal tends to further smooth, or increase the frequency of, tbe 
total input to the oscillator. and thus belps to favor the rhythrn that would be generated by 
tonic arousal. 
6. The Four-Channel Quadruped Gait Oscillator 
A four-cha.nnel U3 oscillator is capa.ble of simulating qua.druped );aits and their transi-
tions. Such a four-channel oscillator is designed by appropriately combining two two-channel 
oscillators, as in Figme 12. As in the two-channel oscillator, a single arousal source controls 
7 
a scalar (;() inpul. /. and reciprocal inhibition occurs between all (;r, y) p<tirs. To simplify 
notation. llw following abbreviations <lrr used in the four channel parallletrr lists: the sdf-
inbibitory coefficients D;, arc called DO. The reciprocal fon:~fore and aft.~aft contralatera.l 
inhibitory c:oeHic:ients are all c:a.lled Dl. The fore~a.ft and aft.~forc ipsil<ttera.l inhibitory 
c:oefiic:ients are called D2. The fon:~aft. and aft-.fore c:ontra.lateral (transverse) inhibitory 
coefficients are called [J:l; see Figure J:l. 
Figure 12 
T'he quadruped ga.it.s and gait transitions of the c:at---wa.lk, trot, pace, and gallop---were 
simulated. In order to present the target data. we adopt the display format used by Pearson 
(197Cia). In Pe<nson's diagrams (sec figure 1), the movement of each lirnb is represented by 
an alternating black a.nd white bar. The time that a limb is on the ground is represented by 
a. black bar. The remainder or Uw time is represented by a white bar. The outputs of the 
gait generator are continuous (see for example Figure 14A). To transform this continuous 
output into Pearson's discrete representation, the output is thresholded and displayed as a 
two distinct levelo: white represents supra threshold output and black represents subthreshold 
output. The suprat.hreshold activity represents the time that the foot is above the ground. 
The oscillating network activities in Figure 14A a.re then displayed as in Figure 14B. The 
first four output peaks in Figure l<JA are nurnbercd and these numbers correspond to the 
numbers labeling t.lw white !Mrs in Figure 14B. In this example, a walk is shown (compare 
Figure I). In addition to the walk, trot. pace, and gallop. there is an additiona.l quadrupedal 
gait called the pronk, wherein all four limbs rnove together. This gait is not. found in the 
cat.. A symnwtric choice of parameters can generate a. pronk a.s a four-channel version of 
the in-phase oscillation discussed in Section 4. It is shown below how to eliminate the pronk 
while ma.inta.ining all the desired cal gaits and transitions. 
As in the two-channel case, symnwtric initial data, weights, and uniform arousal result in 
symmetric: oscillations or approach to an cquilibriunJ point, w it is again nroccssary to break 
this symmetry to understand bow a.symrnctric gaits arc gencmtcd. As a.bove, symrnetry-
breaking can be accomplished by spa.tial or tcmpora.l asyrnn1r:trics in the arousal signa.!. The 
tinwlag with which the CO signal to the hind channels, :r:3 and :r: 4 • follows the fore chanm+;. 
:r1 and :r2 • is c:allc::cl the cordlay. The t.imr: lag with which the GO signal to the right hand 
channels. :r: 2 and :r:4 • follows the left. hand channels .. :t1 and :r:3• is c:alkd the: .oidclay. lienee. 
if the change in arousaL :J/, arrives al :r 1 at l = 0, then the arousal cha.nge arrives at :r:.1 at 
l = corclla.g + siclelat;. 
<.. ' 
7, A Sirnulation of Cat Gaits and Gait Transitions 
The anatomically syrnmetric version of the rnoclel with temporal asyrnrnetries in the 
arousal signal is capable, as shown in Figure 15 of producing the:: trot, pace, and gallop in the 
order shown in Figure I. Extensive simulations disclosed, however, that the asymmetrically 
aroused four-chaniwl CPG is too sensitive to changes in initial conditions and parameters. 
such that a small shift in a. panuneter may eliminate a naturally occurring gait, as shown in 
Figure !G. Also the CP(; may not uniquely specify the gait a.t a given mousaJ level. Multiple 
attntcting periodic orbits rna.y occur at the same arousal level and inconsistent gait switching 
C<l.Il therdore occur. Another problern is that, although the phase relationships exhibited 
in Figure l are also observed in the model output. in Figure JG, the duty cycles are not. 
The fraction of the wavelength that a.c.tivation remains above threshold in Figures 15 and Hi 
appears too short for the trot and g<tllop, but too long for the pace, as compared to Figure 
l. Adjusting the threshold used to convert the output of the oscillator to the "binary" forrn 
used by Pearson does not. improve the rnodel in this reg<trd. 
Figme 1,1 
These sirnulation results showed that the basic GO-modulated opponent CPG lms latent 
within it the types of gaits and gait. t.nwsitions that have ber'n pe.rfected through evolution. 
\\.bat sort of eHJiutiouary rcfim'llH'Uls of the ('p(; could select and stabilize the particular 
p,aits that best fit particular cmnl,inations of bodily and environnrental constraints·' 
· Figure I :i 
8. Arousal-Dependent Modulation of Inhibitory Gain 
A diagnosis of these p,aits and gait transitions led to a prediction about how the correct 
gaits and gait transitions may be consistently and stably generated in a quadruped like 
the cal. As notc:ed below. an analogous mechanism bas been reported in neurobiological 
experiments on invertebratr' CPCs. The proposed rncc:banism may thus be a variation on 
an early evolutionary design. 
The proposed mechanism takes into account the fact that anatomical asyrnmetries in the 
inhibitory coefficients tend to favor one gait over another. The need to generate all possible 
limb combiuations···--walk, trot, pa.ce, and gallop~·- thus recommends a more symmetric: choice 
of coefficients to avoid dominance by a single gait, if these c:oeHic:ients rernain constant 
through t.irne. Such a choice. however. would create the problenr that the correct gaits, and 
only these gaits, may not reliably t'llH'rgc. 
In contrast, one can obtain reli<\ble and rapid gait changes by using asymmetric omusal-
dcpcndcnl modulation of t;lw inhibitory coefficients to force gait changes. Such state-
dependent modulation converts a single anatomical circuit into difTercont functional circuits 
that. are paranwterized by the arrmsal level. Colowasdr and lV!arcler (!CJCJ2) have reported 
state-dependent rnodulatiou of functional connec:tivity in the C:PG within the sorna.togastric 
ganglion of the nab. 'fire present aualy:;is :;ugge:;t:; that a sinrilar strategy is deployed in the 
spinal CPC: that controls gait transitions in the caL 
and 
With this additiorr. the s_vstern lwconws: 
i; =' -A:r, + (D ·- :r,)[f(:r,) + !,]-- (C' + :r,) I: D;1 h;1 (J)g(y1 ) 
} 
!i, = E[( I- Y;)[:r;]+- y;]. 
( I I ) 
( 12) 
Arousal 1 now perfon11:; two function:;: it 1110dulates the inhibition and provides the acti 
vation that triggers the oscillations. Usin.r; state-dependent modulation, stability is realized 
a.long with grealer flexibility. In particular, othror input sources could be usee! to alter the 
stereotyped expression of gait transitions. For exarnple, au animal could choose to rernaiu in 
one:' gait longer than it otherwise would by using top-clown input from the brain to further 
modulate the inhibition. T'ernr h,-'(1) in (I 1) describes inhibitory modulation by the arousal 
signal I. Presynaptic modulation via a tenn h;1 (/;) and postsynaptic nwclulittion by a term 
h;1(I1 ) work equally well to generate qu<rclruped gait transitions in our simulation studies. 
Figure 17 
Figure :J shows that a primary detcnninant of phase be.havior in the two chmmel oscillator 
is the ratio of the inhibitory codficients. This fact can be usee! to guide the choice of 
inhibitory modulation in the {our-channel model: Choose inhibitory rnodulation for a ji.1:cd 
arousal level to rnove pairs of two channel oscillators into the phase relationship which would 
be predict,ed by the plot of Figure :3. Thus, to induce a walk, four inhibitory coefficients, 
the two D2 aft....,fore. and the two D2 fore....,aft coeHicients rnay be reduced to zero from a 
base level of o.:); see Table I. 'fbe [);) coefficients may be raised from the base level in order 
to induce a trot at the chosen arousa.l level. The D2 coefficients may be nlised from Lhe 
base level in order to induce a pace. Raising the D I coefficients while leaving the other 
coefficients (D2 a.nd D:l) at the IMse level gives a gallop. Tuning of the a.rous<tl dependc:once 
in each channel is as shown in Figure 17. Tire coefficients of all reciprocal pathways were 
thus set. equal except during the walk. 
Table I 
Figures I~ and I'J summarize simulations using this arousal-depenclcnt modulation of 
the inhibitory p;ain. When a spatial asymmetry in the arousal level is used, it sometimes 
takes several cycles before the oscillator settles into the desired gait, as shown in Figure 
18. This problem may be avoided by using a temporal asymmetry in the arrival time of 
arousal changes. as in Fip;ure 19. Since temporal asymmetry implies that different channels 
ma.y be receiving different arousal levels at the same time, the tirning of the inhibitory 
rnodulation could be different if the inhibitory modula.tion depended upon the arousal level 
of the presynaptic cell, h;J(!;), the postsynaptic: cell, h1J(JJ), or of \be command cell, h;J(J). 
In our simulations, all three choices generated quadruped gait trmrsitions equally well. The 
plots herein were generated with the command cell timing, h;J(I). A fast gait switch from a 
wa.lk to a pace is shown in Figure :20. A frequency plot of the CPG for tbe walk, trot, pace. 
and gallop is shown in Figure 21. Note the appropriate monotone increase in frequency of 
oscillations as a function of tire CO signal. 
Figure 18 
9. Gait Control of the Walk, Run, and Amble 
In various qmlclnrped gaits, cliiferent relative orderings of limb movements distinguish 
between gaits. However, t.lre bunran walk and run .saits both have the sarne rdative linrb 
order. Nor can they be clist.inp:uislrecl on tbe basis of frequency of oscillation, since each gait 
may exhibit the saure· frequency: 'l'lw lirnbs nray oscillat.c at the same frequency durinp; a 
fast walk as they do during a slow ruu. 
Figure 19 
In addition to the hurnan, the· elephant also uses two qualitatively different gaits with 
the same• phase relationship. When• the hmnan use.s the wa.lk <Uld the run, tlw elephant is 
capa.ble of tire anrble and tire ll'alk. These two p:aits in the eJr,plranl have the :;arne pha.se 
relationship: right .. fore, left· hind .. left-fore, right-hind. The difference between an amble <Uld 
a walk in tire clcphanl is readily distinguislrc•d by a.ny ob:;ervcr. as is the diffcrccnce bc:t.wc,ccn 
the walk and the run in a human. 
Figure 20 
Is there a connection between these biped human ga.ils and the quadruped elephant 
gaits? Although humans are bipeds. their arms typically move during normal locomotion 
and this movement i:; coupled t.o the leg :;wings. Muybridp:e (1957) noted tha.t humans usc 
a limb timing pattern similar to tire' quadruped wa.lk. According to this view, the human 
does not synchronize the lcp; and the c:ontralateral arm, a:; would be the case if human limb 
timing was analogous to a trot. 
In order to understand bow two different gaits could exist. with the same phase rela-
tionships, we exploited the discovery noted in Section 4 that a two-channel G3 network can 
generate the same phase relationships with different wa.vdonn shape$ in different para.rn-
eter regions. We call this property phase rcpl'ication. The four-channel G3 network also 
exhibits two pha:;e replicating regirnes that exhibit qualitatively different waveform shapes 
while maintaining the same rehtive order of :r:i activity. ln order to be consistent with the 
human finger movement and ca.t leg movement simulations, this hypothesis requires us to 
interpret the regime occurrin." at lower arousal level:; as a. controller for the walk and \be 
regime at the higher arousal levels as a controller for the run. Is this hypothesis consistent 
with data about walking and running? 
Figure 21 
Examples of the two difFerent waveforms are shown in Figure 22. The "walk" oscillations 
(on the left of t.lw figure) are characterized by sharp peaks that ta.ke up a sma.llr.r {ra.ct.ion 
lll 
of the cycle than do the lllore plau,au-like oscillations that chara.t·.terize the "run" (on t.he 
right side of the figure). Figures 22 and n suggest. how it. can be that diiferent. human gaits 
cannot be distinguished b)' relative limb order or even by frequency. The frequency plot 
for the model walk and run in Fi!!;tlre 2:JA shows. as in the human walk and run, thal the 
oscillator can generate overlapping fn·,quency regions. Neither limb order nor frequency can 
thus be used to clistinpiish between these two gait.s. A measure that ca.n distinguish the 
gaits is shown in Figure 2:3B, namely the fraction of the cycle in which an activity x, is abow 
threshold. Walko show fractiom of cycle above threshold of less than .2:3, whereas runs me 
above .:31. This property suggests how a lirnb may have a longer duty cycle·-that is, n1ay 
remain on the ground a larger fraction of the time---during a walk than a run. 
Figure 22 . 
These simulations of walking and running gaits and their transition do not require 
arousal-dependent. rnodulation of inhibitory coefficients. Since only one limb order is re-
quired, the bias on the inhibitory coefficients can remain constant across gaits. All Lhat is 
necessary to switch betwec'n the a1nblc and the walk or the walk and the run is an increase 
in the arousal level. The existence of arousa.l-dcpendent inhibit,ory modulation may Lhus he 
expected to occur primarily when synnneery reversals are required across gaits. 
10. Discussion 
We. have described a familv of central pa.ttem generator models for the control of the 
rnost import,ant quadruped a.nd biped gaits a.nd their transitions. These GO Gait Gener-
ator models are activated by a descending; GO signal, or arousal signal. t,ha.t inst<tntiates 
the will to act. The intenu\l excitatory and inhibitory nonlinear feedback interactions of 
the rnodel convert this arousal signal into structured oscillations e<tpable of activating limbs 
with the orders and fn'quencies observr'cl during coordinated human finger rnovemcnts, the 
cat wa.lk-trot·pacc,·gallop gait transitions, the human walk-run transition, <Uld the elephant 
amble-walk transition. Rapid switching between gaits with differem in-phase <Ulci anti-phas0 
properties is facilitated by small, but stereotyped, asymmetries in arousal size and/or tirn-
ing, suppkrnentecl by arousal-dependent rnoclulation of inhibitory signals. Such modulation 
converts a single analOmic:al circuit into different functional circuits that arc parameterized 
by the arousal level. 'fask-specific rnodula.tion of functional conm:ctivity in neural pattern 
generators has been experinwntally reported in inve.rtebrates (Golowasch and Marder, l WJ2). 
We herein predict that modulation of functional connectivity is used in the central pat.t.ern 
generators that control gail transitions in quadrupeds such as the cat. 
The use of a c;o signal to instantiat.e the will t.o act has also played an important role 
in models of reaching and related skilled ann movements in humans and rnonkcys (Bullock 
and Grossberg, J988a, 1CJil8b, ICJCJJ; Bullock, Crossberg, and l'v1annes,. 19~J:l; Caudia.no and 
Grossberg, 1991; Crosslwrg, c;ue.nther. Bullock .. and Grevr~, 199:1). Here the GO signal is 
interpreted to occur in the global pallidus, based upon neurophysiolop;ical data from behaving 
monkeys (Horak and Anderson .. J 9K4a, l984b ). A p<tthway frorn the basal ganglia to the 
spinal cord bas also been implicated in the control of spinal movement generators. The 0 3 
model provides insighL into how sucl1 a descending paLhway can control complex qua.drupwl 
ga.its and their transitions. 
In p<nticular, there exists a pathway frorn Globus Pallid us (GP) to the pedunculopontilH' 
nuclei (PPN) that goes on to the medulla (MED) and finally to the spinal cord (Nauta and 
Fcirtag, 1986). This pathway can serve as the rneans for the expression of the GO si,g;nal 
in the generation of stereotypical gait patterns. Grillner and Zangger (1975) demonstrated 
that in the acute mesencephalic cats (precollicular, postmammilary transections) exhibit gait 
transitions as a function of level of stimulation to the nucleus cuneiforme. Garcia-Rill and 
Skinner (1987) and Skinner and Garcia-Rill (1990) (also working with prec:ollicular, post-
mmnrnilary transected cats) reported that the rnesencepha.lic locomotor region (MLR) has as 
its primary relay to the spinal pattern p;encra.tor the reticulospinal cells in the rnedioventral 
II 
medulla. They also reported that st.itttnlat.ion at either site evokes locomotion. Lai and Siegel 
( 1990) rqJorted stepping-like hehaviot Plicited by consecntivre tmin stimulation to the PPN 
(ll'hich abnls the illLH) aJJCl that I'I'N projects to MED. Garcia-RilL Skinner, and Fitzgera.ld 
(198.5) found that by injecting inneasing amonnts of GABA antagonists into the peduncnlo-
pontine nuclei of the cat, gait transitions front a walk to a trot to a gallop could be induced. 
Skinner and Garcia-1\ill (l<J<JO) hypothesized a cholinergicjcatecbolamincrgic push-pull pro-
cess as a neura.l substrate for generating these a.JJ(l other rhythmic signa.ls. This hypothesis is 
consistent with the cooperative-cornprtitive mechanisms modelled in this paper. Indeed, the 
ability of these model CPGs to generate both in-phase and anti-phase oscillations suggests 
that it may be a fruitful basi;; for modeling other oscillatory processes controlled by dis-
tributed neural networks, including those in which either in-phase or anti-phase oscillations 
are evidence of a pathologic state. 
Model properties predict that an animal will tend to always initictte a gait from a standing 
star\ in \lw same way, since a shift in arousal from zero alw<tys initiates a new gait in the 
sante phase. The model does not randornly c:.hoose a limb to start the gait, but uses a 
preferred limb to initiate the gail.. This property was experimentally observed in a pilot 
study of the initiation of walking by free-roving dogs; each animal tended to begin moving 
the s<tnte limb each time (Prilw. 1991 ). On the other hand, stale-dependent modulation of 
inhibitory coeflicients provides a rneans \\'hereby top-down sig;nals rnay be used to supersede 
lhe preprogranmwd gait of the nemal pattern generator. By such means, a.n animal could 
continue to trot intention<1ily at a rnuch higher speed than usual bdore switching to a pace 
or a ga.llop. Arousa.l-depcndents inhibitory modulation i;; thus a powerful tool for achievinp; 
flexible but stable control of neural oscillator;; in real time. 
Stein (1974) derived several properties of interlirnb coordination from an analysis of the 
crayfish ;;winmteret system. Our work suppleuwnts this <tnaly;;is. Stein noted \.bat the neural 
network which specifier; locontotoric pal tems is at once central and dist.ribui.ed. It. is centra.! 
in the sense that the deafl'crentcd preparation (exhibits the patients observed in the intact 
anima.!. It. is distributed in the sense that tlwrc is an anatornically distinct rhythmic: control 
center driving each limb. The 1;ait specifyinp; network is, in thi;; vi(oW, comprised of thrr:c 
functionally cli;;tinct classes of nenrons: contmand, oscillator, and coordinatin.e;. ('omma.Jl(l 
neurons set th(o level of excitability of the control Uontcrs. but do not directly specify the 
interlirnb phase relationships. Oscillator netuons produce the rhytlnnic bnrst.s that. drive 
motonenron di;;charge. The precise information ncc:rossary for inV:rlirnb coordinat.ion is spec-
ified by coordinating nenrons. In om ('I'(; model. the cormnancl cell output. is analogous to 
the GO signal. 'J'lw inhibitory potent.ials governed by equations (2), (S), (10), and (12) play 
a dual role: They are a part of the oscillators distributed across the limb;; and they arc the 
coordinating signals spec:ifyinp; the precise int.r:rlimb timing. 
The;;r results on bow neural oscillations may control gaits using their internal feeciiJack 
dyna.mics clarify why animals do no\ always choose gaits with the optimal energy elliciency 
(McMahon, 1984). Expla.nations of how oscillator pa.rametcrs are tuned for more efficient 
gait control may be sought in evolutionary terms, including neural adaptation that may 
influence the ratio;; of the modulation coefficients, and thus the arousal levels at. which gait. 
switches occur. One factor that may influence such adaptation is the physical dynamics or 
the muscular and skeletal system, which can also influence gait;; both directly and indirectly 
(Raibert, 1990). The physical forces acting on the system during the motion may directly 
force ,gait switches. 'fhesr· forces rnay abo have long-tenn indirect effects by causing differ-
ential tissue cleveloprnenl, and ;;hort term indirect. effects by providing sensory input to the 
joint or stretch receptors. The interaction of neural pattern generators with such pbysica.l 
constraints requires further study. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Table 1: 'l'he values of the nwclulatecl inhihitorv coefficients for increasing arousal levds, /. 
See also Figure 19. · 
Figure 1: The stepping patt.crns of the cat are depicted schematically in these diagrams. 
Heading frorn left to right, each horizontal bar indicates for a. single leg the time the foot is 
off the ground (white parts of bar) and on the ground (black parts of bctr). This figure is 
adapted from Pectrson (197Ga). It is sornewbat idealized. It shows that, during the gallop, 
both fore limbs a.nd both bind limbs have an in-phase relationship. In fact, during a gallop, 
the eat's fore and hind limbs depart slightly from the in-phase (Muybriclge, 1 9K7). Since 
the in-phase a.nd pure anti-phase phase relationships occur for most. limb pairings across 
ga.its, we have focused upon these relationships in our analysis. Simulations suggest that. 
for exmnple, a small aoymnwtry in the relative values of E in equation (2) rna.y be usee! to 
induce one limb of an in-phase pilir lo trail the other slightly, as observed in the gallop. A 
study of this small dl'ec:t is a topic for future research. 
Figure 2: The (.wo-channel Ellias-(;rossberg tuoclel oscillator is capable of generating 1:1 in-
phase and 1:1 anti-phase oscillations for fixed pan1meters at different arousal, or CO signal, 
levels. Pararneters rnily be· set so 1 hat in-phase precede anti-phase oscillations as arousal is 
increased. or conversely. 
Figure 3: A plot of the oscillatory regions at dilferent arousal levels for various choices of 
inhibitory coefficients. The relatiw: phases 1\'ere determinwl automatically by an a.lgoril,hm 
which corn pared the relative t intc·s when the channels exceeded an output threshold, set here 
to O.:l.S. The initial conditions were not reset to 0 as I increasc-,cL but only at the beginning of 
each run, when the inhibitory c:oeHicients were changed . .11 = 1.0, B = 1.1, (' = :i.'J, E = 1 .0. 
F1 = 9.0, G1 = :3.9, F2 = O.'J. (;2 = O.'J. 
Figure 4: Frequency plots for: (A) in-phase to anti·· phase oscillations (D;, =• O.::i, D;J = 0.4:1) 
and (B) anti-phase to in-phase oscillations (!J;, = J.:l, D;1 = O.:J!i). T'lw initial conditions 
were reset at ca.ch 1 increnH'llt and other para.n1eters arc' as in Figure 4-. 
Figure 5: In-phase and anti-phase oscillations at dilft,rcnt arousal levels with inhibitory co· 
efficients fixed at D,, = 0.8, J)i.i = 0.·1:1, as in Figme :);\.The in··phase oscillations oc:cm for 
lower values of I than clothe anti-phase oscillations. I= .1,.2G .. fl,.95, and J.15 in (A)·(E), 
respectively. Other parat11eters arc as in Figme ·1. T'he LSODA nmnerical integration pa.ck-
agc: (Pc:twld and Hindnta.rsh. l IJR7) provided ac:c:urat.e nurneric:a.l integnttion. 'fhis package 
provides va.riabk step size integration, so t.hat any jagged appearance in the {igmes is an 
a.rtifac:t of the output t.irnes chosen and not of the tirne steps used in the integration. 
Figure 6: In-phase and anti-pha.se oscillations at clifl'crent arousal levels with inhibitory 
coefficients fixed at D;; = l.:l, D;; = 0.55, as in Figure 5B. The anti-phase oscillations 
occur for lower values of I than do the in-phase oscillations. Note the birnoclal <UJti-phase 
wavefonm in (A) and (B). I= .1, .2:1, .5, .95, and 1.15 in (A) (E), n~s]WC:tively, as in Figure 
6. Other pararnet.ers a.re as in Figmc 4. 
Figure 7: The one-channel Ellias-Grossberg rnodel uncltorgoes Hopf bifmcations when the 
arousal level is varied. A global equilibrium is <tpproached at both low and high arou:;al 
levels. Oscillations occur at intermediate arousal levels. 
Figure 8: An example illustrating both the ''seagull" effect. and the tendency to slip 
frorrt intc•rrnediatc phase relationships tow<trd purely in-phase a.ncl a.nti-pha.se relationships. 
[Reprinted with permission from Yamanishi. Kawa.lo, and Suzuki, 1980.] 
l ?) 
Figure 9: (A): The model exhibits the '·seap;ull" effect: lntf;rmediate phase relationships 
are more variable' than p1ue·cly in-phase or purely anti-phase relationships. The standard 
deviation of the obserwod relative phases is plotted against the required relative phase. (B): 
The model exhibits the tendency to slip from intermedia.le phase relationships toward purely 
in-phase a.ncl anti-phase relationships. This plot shows the mea.n of the (observed·· required) 
phase. There are 140 points per mean. 
Figure 10: Bifurcation from a.nti-phase to in-phase oscillation in response to anti-phase 
inputs of increasing frequency. 'I'he' anti-phase inputs I; in (A) replace the GO signa.! in 
Figure 2. They give rise to the anti-phase oscillation in (B). The input frequency in (A) is 
low, .1 pulses per unit time; (C) at intermedia.t,e input frequencies (0.4), fJuc:tuations occur; 
(D) at high input hequencics (O.S5), in-pl1<1.se oscillations obtain. A= 1.0, B = 1.1, C = 2.5, 
D11 = 0.8, D,j ~c 0.4:\, E = l.CL F\ = 9.0, C:1 = :3.9, F2 = 0.5, 0 2 = 0.5. The duration of eacb 
pulse wa.s 2.0. t.,,x = GO.O, a.ncl Dl = ll.lll. The duration of ea.c:h pulse was 0.05. The initial 
conditions were resP\. to zero beJore each run. 
Figure 11: As the frequency of the in-phase inputs is pa.rametric:ally increased, the oscillator 
output a.lso stays in-phase: 1\o bifmc:ations occur. 'I'he in-phase input shown in (A) produces 
llw output shown in (B). The in-phase output for inputs with higher frequency in-phase 
oscillations are shown in (C) and (D). The pantmeters and input frequencies are as in Figure 
10. except the input is always in-phase. 
Figure 12: This figure sc:hernatizes the. four channel oscillator for generating phase rela-
tionships consistent with all possible quadrupedal gaits by varying arousal level. Inhibitory 
connections between the fore and hind limbs Me represented by arrows originating at tlw 
source of the. inhibition and nurnlwrecl by the label of the node which is the clestin<ttion. 
A like labeled arrow represents the destination of this inhibition. TlH,, network has self .. 
excitation labeled by the paramet<'r DO, inhibition between fore limbs <tnd between hind 
limbs la.bclecl by Dl. inhibition lwt.ween mat.checl fore lirnbs a.nd hincllimbs lalwlecl by In, 
and connections between crossed fore limbs ancl hind lirnbs lah~Clcd hy D:3. 
Figure 13: J\.ey to the reciprocal inhibitory coefficients label;;, DO, D 1, /)'2, and D:l. used 
in the text. 
Figure 14: (A) An example plot of the oscillator output. The numbered output peaks refer 
to the correspondingly nurnlwred above' threshold <tctivities in (B): A diagnun of the output 
shown in the previous figure that hac; been thresholcled at. 0.:3:3. The rn11nbered white squares 
correspond to thc nmnlwrecl peaks in the previous figure. 'fhc p;uarnetc~rs are the same as 
in the previous figmc:. 
Figure 15: Only the a.rousal was varied to achieve tlw trot, pa.ce, and gallop. A = 1.0. 
l .o - 1 1 ('' - " cl ]')() -· 0 C) 0J f) 1 - o· '"'1°1 f')') - 0 •J J·)·J ··- 0 •l J?- 1 cl J?. - C) 0 (' ..... '3 C) ) ··~ ' ' I - L_,,•_ j ' -- ''- <. J •' ~ ,.6<. <, 1 · ,_..- ,,_)) ' <J - ,,_)) _J -·· ''·) 1 - ',(_)) ··1 1 - < •' ~ 
F2 = 0.5, Ci2 = O.G. corrllag =c 0.2, M:rlclag = O.O!i, {"''" = GO.O, and /Ji. = 0.025. The initial 
conditions were reset to zero before each gait was sarnplecl. Starting this oscillator with 
non-zero initial conditions rnay lead to differing p;aits for the same arousal levels. 
Figure 16: Only the arousal was varied as in the previous figure. 'I'he initial conditions 
were reset to zero for the runs in this simulation. The pace disappears when B is changed 
from 1.1 t.o 1.05. The other parameters are as in Figure 15. 
Figure 17: Plots of the modulated inhibitory c:oeffic:ient strengths. Appropriate n1tios of 
the inhibitory strengths guide stable switching. Plot (A) shows the strength of D1, (B) 
shows the strength of D2 aJt.~fore, (C:) shows the strength of D2 fore~aJt, (D) shows the 
strength of JXl aft.~fore, and (E) shows the strength of 1):3 foH~~aft. 
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Figure 18: Aronsal-depenclent uwdnlation of the inhibiwry coefficients with a. spatial asym-
nwtry in the arous;ll sip,ual yields all four !Silits. Tlw input I + (, t.o :r 1 defines the spatial 
asymnwtry. A = J .0, B = l.lF>. C = ~.5. Dll. D J, D~, and J):J are as specified in Table I. 
E = 1.5, F1 = 9X (,' 1 = :J.CJ. F2 = 0.5, C/2 = 0 .. ). cordlag = 0.0, sidclag = 0.0, o = (J.OOJ, 
111 ,,· = :30.0, and :Jl = 0.2:"). 'fhe inilial condilions were reset lo ~ero before ea.ch new value 
of I was instated. 
Figure 19: Arousal-depellCienl modulation of the inhibitory coefficients with a temporal 
asymmetry in the arousal sip,nal yields all four gaits. The tcrnporal asynrmetry is a srnall 
asynchrony in the arrival time of any change in arousal to the channels. Thus conllag = 
0.00025 ancl 8idclag = O.OOOJ. Parameters A-(;2 are chosen as in Figure 18 and 5 = 0.0, 
t,a,· = :30.0. ancl />,1 = 0.2'\. The initial conditions were reset to zero before each new value 
of I \\,as ins.lated. Even a small temporal asyrnmetry can generate f<tsl gait initiation. 
Figure 20: Initiating a walk frorn a still position, then generating a transition to a pace. 
The arousal is inst.<lllta.neouslv swit.cbecl frorn I = 0.1 to I = 0.:35 a.t I = 25.0. The initial 
conditions were set t.o zero at .. /= 0.0. lwar = 50.0, />,/ =- 0.25, and other parame\.f~rs are as 
in Fignre 19. 
Figure 21: Frequency plot for the four-channel generator with arousal-dependent inhibitory 
modulation. The initial condition;; were reset. at each I increment. The frequencies were 
sarnplecl al arousal increm(,n\.s of .OJ. Othe.r para.rneters were as in the Fig,ure 19. 
Figure 22: (A) A switch fronJ a. walk. I= 0.1, to a run, I= O.J5. Note that the relative 
phase stays the san1e, but the shape of the waveform chanp;es clrarnatic:ally. A= J .0, B = 1.1, 
C = 2.5, DO = O.S, D J = 0.185. D2 aft~fore = 0.0, D'i forc>-•aft = 0. Jfi. D:l aft~fore = 
0. L), D:3 fore,~ aft = 0.0, E = i..C,, Fr = 9.C:, Cr = :3.9, F2 = 0.5, G2 = 0 .. '1. cording= 0.0025, 
.sidclay = O.OOJ, !.""" = liO.O. The arousa.l incrc'.ment occurred all~~ :30 and only the arousal 
level wa.s changed. (H) A plot of the thrrslrolded output. Note the clean initiation of the walk 
and tire clean transition to tire run. The output threshold was .:3:3. The other pa.rarneters 
are as in Figure 22!\. 
Figure 23: (A) 'J'Iw frequenc:ic.s of the walk and the run. Notice that the walk and the 
run can have' overlapping frequencies for cli!Iering arousal levels. Hence frequency cannot be 
used to discriminate' between the gaits. 'I'he frequencies were sarnplcd at. arousal increments 
of .OJ a.nd the initial condilions were reset to zero for each sample. Other pa.ra.rncters were' 
a.s in the Figure 22. (B) 'J'he walk and the run can be distinguished quantitatively by the 
fraction of the cycle that each :r; has W]mr.t.lrreshold activit)'· 
2ll 
II walk I trot I pace gallop I 
I II I::: .171.17 <I::: .251.25 <I::: .351.35 <I I 
DO 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Dl 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.55 
D2 aft--+ fore 0.0 0.3 0.55 0.3 
D2 fore --> aft 0.3 0.3 0.55 0.3 
D3aft--+fore 0.3 0.55 0.3 0.3 
D3 fore--+ aft 0.0 0.55 0.3 0.3 
Table l 
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